OVERVIEW
Without doubt, the most important event for Engineering
over the past year has been the Government investigation
into the privatisation of the United Kingdom's
broadcasting transmission networks. The preparation o f our
submissions took up an enormous amount of time, but the
effort that we put in proved worthwhile - we will continue
to provide and maintain our own transmission facilities,
at least until the present Charter expires at the end of
1996.
HDTV is an important front where we are expending much
effort, and considerable progress has been made towards
establishing a standard that is not only displayable, but
deliverable!

We are continuing to invest heavily in moving staff away
from the turmoil and expense of central London. Following
in the steps of woodlands and Avenue House, Transmission's
new headquarters at Warwick became operational on schedule
a few weeks ago, and the white City corporate HQ will be
fully occupied well before we meet again next year. Early
next year contracts will be placed for the new White City
home for News and Current Affairs, and technical studies
are in hand for the Radio Broadcasting Centre that will
replace Broadcasting House in the late nineties.

The new White City Headquarters, which will open next
year. ACED established the Master Plan for the whole site,
and were responsible for the conceptual design for the
Phase 1 Offices and Corporate Headquarters, as well as
leading the project . The building is being constructed by
Balfour Beatty under a design and build contract.

TRANSMISSION

GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER
The Government White Paper,
"Broadcasting in the '90s: Competition,
Choice and Quality", recommended that
the Transmission responsibilities of
the BBC and 1BA should be moved into
the private sector and an independent
firm of consultants, Price Waterhouse,
was appointed to advise on the best
means of achieving this. A
considerable amount of time and effort
was spent in providing Price Waterhouse
with the information required for their
investigation and, subsequently, in
persuading the Home Office and
Department of Trade and Industry that
the interests of Broadcasting and of
the BBC would best be served by the
Corporation retaining responsibility
for Transmission. The arguments were
accepted and Transmission will continue
to be part of the BBC and of the
Engineering Directorate.
In announcing their decision the Home
Office placed constraints on the scope
of additional work to be taken on by
BBC Transmission, in particular
precluding any further broadcasting
business. We continue to work through
the longer term implications of this
pol icy.
In discussions and in their report,
Price Waterhouse drew attention to the
difficulties of measuring the
performance of BBC Transmission in
relation to commercial organisations.
Given the importance of this in
relation to an9 future discussions that
might take place over privatisation
and, more particularly, to the BBC's
plans to expand its own commercial
role, BBC Transmission is to be
established as a Strategic Business
Unit. This will result in Transmission
having formal contracts with the Output
Directorates for the services that i t
provides and being financially
accountable on the same basis as a
commercial company. The new
arrangements will be effective from the
start of the 1990/91 financial year.
ORGANISATION AND RELOCATION TO WARWICK
The final phase of the amalgamation of
the Transmitter Capital Projects and
Transmission Departments has now been
completed and the new Transmission
Headquarters Building at Warwick was

available for occupation, as planned,
on 11th September this year. I t is
anticipated that staff moves into the
new building will have been completed
by the end of October. Accommodation
used by Transmission staff in Henry
Wood House was surrendered on 9th
September and the Brookmans Park
offices were closed on the same day.
Overall, the amalgamation of the
Transmission Departments and the
relocation to Warwick has resulted in a
reduction in Transmission costs of just
over €2,500,000 per annum. This is
made up from a reduction in premises
costs of some •’750,000per annum and a
reduction in staff costs of
approximately f1,750,000 per annum from
the closure of 100 posts.
TRANSMITTER OPERATIONS
Agreement was reached to a further r e organisation of the Maintenance Bases
and staffing levels associated with the
BBC's domestic transmission network.
This extends the principles of the
earlier agreements reached in southeast and south-west England to the rest
of the United Kingdom. It will result
in an overall reduction in staffing
levels of 27 with an attendant
reduction in staff costs of •’425.275
per annum which will be achieved over
the next two/three years.
Transmitter Operations staff have now
assumed full responsibility for the
installation work associated with the
UHF television relay stations - 17 have
been installed this year - and it is
hoped to extend this arrangement to the
FM Radio 'filler' station plan as soon
as the equipment being developed by
Design and Equipment Department is
available. Transmitter Operations
staff are also performing the role of
Site Liaison Engineers in a number of
major re-engineering projects. This
arrangement, as with that for 'filler'
stations, has reduced the travelling
and attendance time of Projects staff
to provide worthwhile benefits in the
amalgamation process and enhanced the
interest and range of work available to
Transmitter Operations staff.
SITES AND PREMISES
Twenty-two new sites were acquired
during the past year of which 12 were

for television relay stations, five for
radio car bases, three for FM relay
stations, one for a new MF site and one
for a new Link site. The latter,
located in Northern Ireland, was the
subject of a planning inquiry and a
crucial part of the Corporation's
evidence was provided, for the first
time, by a company that produces
computer simulations of landscape
features.

Scotland. A 3-metre receiver terminal
has been provided at Broadcasting House
and has been successfully used for
reception of Radio 1 Roadshow outside
broadcasts, and planning has started on
the provision of a receiver terminal at
Television Centre.

CAPITAL PROJECTS
Broadcast Communications
Demand for fixed and mobile radio links
syst-emsand equipment continues at a
high level and a number of BBCengineered links, including the vision
links between Tacolneston and Sandy
Heath/Sudbury, Londonderry and Belfast,
and the audio circuit between Mapperley
Ridge and Mansfield, were commissioned
during the past year. Planning of what
is know as the 'self-provide' network
( B B C providing its own Eixed
Contcibution and Distribution circuits)
continues with the aim of having a
detailed plan available by the end of
this year that could be considered as
part of the review of the
Telecommunications duopoly.
Discussions are also continuing on the
possibility of the network being
provided on a collaborative arrangement
with other organisations.
3m satellite receiving terminal on the
The fourth in a series of receiver
roof of Broadcasting House in London.
terminals specially developed for News
operations in London will shortly be
completed at wrotham and planning has
commenced on on the provision of a
further facility at Hannington. Radio
links are also being provided: these
will operate at the newly allocated
frequency of 40 G H z and will be used
for short-range news feeds to vehicles
where cable runs are impractical.
A number of vehicle projects have been
completed including 'Simon Hoist'
hydraulic platforms custom-built to the
requirements of Network Television; a
compact radio-link vehicle based upon a
Mercedes van; and the specialist Land
Rover communication vehicles required
by News and Current Affairs and the
Radio 1 Roadshow.
Regions.
Activity in the provision of satellite
facilities has continued to expand with Monitoring and Control
The HF control system developed by
contracts being placed for an 11-metre
Transmission Engineering and Design and
Ku-band (12-18 GHz) terminal at
Crowsley Park, and uplinking 'Fly-Away' Equipment Department staff, currently
in use at Daventry, Rampisham, Hong
terminals for Network Radio and BBC

Kong and Seychelles, is being installed
at the Atlantic Relay Station on
Ascention Island. In addition to the
automation facilities provided with the
earlier installations the Ascension
Island equipment will incorporate a
digital audio cartridge system that
provides for fully automatic replay of
local announcements and interval
signals. It also incorporates Optimod
audio processors which experiments have
shown provide a considerable
improvement in the audibility of HF
transmissions.
The Radio Data System has been extended
to Northern Ireland, and to :he Black
Hill Transmitter in Scotland ; the
equipment is also being installed in
all new Local Radio Stations and in the
network stations as they are reengineered. New software has been
installed at all RDS transmitters :
this will assist manufacturers to
improve the performance of receivers,
which will be of particular benefit to
the RDS Travel facility. Additional
equipment has been installed and
commissioned by Transmission
Engineering staff at those Local Radio
Stations participating in the pilot
travel service operating in the
Midlands and South East.
A NICAM link to the Channel Islands,
using a special UHF link between
Stockland Hill in Devon and the island
of Alderney, is nearing completion.
The NICAM bitstream received at
Alderney uses over-video subcarriers on
the television distribution link to
Fremont Point, on Jersey, and the
decoding is carried out using the first
of the new Hark lI NICAM equipment
produced by Design and Equipment
Department. Signals between Fremont
Point and Les Platons are carried by
analogue lines.
Telecommunications
New PABX systems have been provided in
Cardiff, Hanchester, Elstree, Warwick
and Broadcasting House, London. The
latter replaced the first tandem
exchange - permitted automatic call
connection between London and the BBC's
Regions - installed 10 years ago. The
new exchange is fully digital, occupies
a fraction of the space of its
predecessor, and has a much lower
transmission loss. Users should notice
a very considerable improvement in
quality.

The largest project currently being
undertaken is the provision of PABX
facilities for the new building at
White City. A Philips Sopho 2 mode
exchange is being used with 2,500
extensions and completion of the first
phase is due in February next year.
Telephone and Data facilities are also
being provided - at very short notice for the trial period of televising
activities in the House of Commons and
a trial is also being undertaken in
Broadcasting House of a system known as
Voice Mail which is a centralised voice
messaging system which could replace
the existing 600 answering machines
used by the Corporation and offer
considerably more features at less
cost .
A reduction in operating costs of just
over E160,OOO was achieved in
rationalising the existing radio paging
arrangements and providing these (some
780 are in use throughout the
Corporation) by means of a single
contract rather than on the previous
individual and piecemeal basis.
Antenna Systems
New antennas are being provided at
Atlantic Relay Station and Far Eastern
Relay Station to improve the coverage
of World Service transmissions from
these two relay stations, and contracts
have been placed for the antennas
required by the Skel ton C Development
which will replace the Skelton B
Transmitting Station in Cumbria. An
important new ultra violet site
monitoring system (for the detection of
arcing) has been developed and is on
trial at Rampisham. This would provide
the means of identifying problems and
damage arising from RF interference
emissions.
Work continues on the provision of new
antenna systems as part of the FM Radio
re-engineering and development
programme for new Local Radio stations.
Obsolete feeders have been replaced at
Bilsdale, Winter Hill and Waltham and
the re-engineering of the Crystal
Palace antenna system has been
completed with the replacement of the
distribution system. The antenna at
Winter Hill has been re-engineered to
provide main and reserve systems within
the available aperture, and a reserve
antenna has been provided at Heathfield
to allow for the planned refurbishment
of the main antenna.

Two-way contribution and distribution
link antennas have been provided in
Northern Ireland to facilitate reserve
television and radio feed arrangements
between Black Mountain, Limavady,
Sheriffs Mountain and the Radio Foyle
studios. New dishes and feeders have
also been provided for distribution
links between Television Centre and
Crystal Palace, and Broadcasting House
and Wrotham.
Power Systems
The programme to fully re-engineer the
Ascension Island Power Station has been
completed with the original seven
Ruston 0.9 MW naturally-aspirated
diesel-driven generating sets having
been replaced by seven W.H. Allen 1.36
MW turbo-charged sets. The
installation has included replacement
exhaust gas boilers which produce steam
for drinking water production,
utilising energy that would otherwise
be lost in the engine exhaust systems.
Transmitters
The final stage of the current World
Service Audibility Programme includes
the provision of two additional 250 kW
transmitters at Atlantic Relay Station
(this work has now been completed); two
additional 300 kw transmitters at
Cyprus; replacement of the remaining two 100 kW transmitters at Rampisham by
500 kW transmitters; and the provision
of four 300 kW transmitters at the new
Skelton C station.
A total of 25 new UHF Television Relay
Stations were brought into service
during the past twelve months and reengineering of the existing main and
relay stations - those between 20 and
25 years old - continued with provision
being made for stereo sound
transmissions.
work has also continued on the reengineering of FM Radio Stations and
the provision of Radio 1 FM services
throughout the UK and of Radio 4 FM in
the National Regions. Coverage of FM
Radio has been improved by the
provision of a number of 'filler'
stations which include some 200,000
listeners in their catchment areas.
~ransmitterswere also provided for the
new Wiltshire Sound Local Radio station
at Blunsden, Naish Hill and Salisbury.

FM coverage of Radio 1 showing

transmitters currently in operation on
temporary frequency allocations.
TECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Technical Investigations Section staff
have again been involved i n a wide
range of feasibility studies and
investigations. These have included a
comprehensive evaluation of the
proposals for the replacement of the
antenna system at Daventry, evaluation
of the best means of providing
programme selection as part of the
monitoring and control systems of new
FM transmitter installations, and
investigation of the intermittent
breaks in the BT bearers carrying PCM
bitstreams and the incorrect
functioning of some audio limiters that
has resulted in breaks in transmission.
A considerable amount of work has been
undertaken on the continuing search for
improvements in the efficiency of the
operation of UHF klystrons, and
experiments are taking place on the use
of extra grid electrodes and full time

LF modulation. Significant savings in
power corrsumption would be achieved if
these prove successful.
Recent recommendations of the National
Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)
will result in considerably more
stringent permissible levels being
imposed for exposure to rf radiation.
A current investigation is looking at
various methods OF providing accurate
field strength measurements at the new
levels, and i t seems likely that the
BBC will have to sponsor the
development of a special instrument:
work on the proposals is well advanced.

COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES
Transmission are now selling a range of
sedvices to outside organisations on a
commercial basis. Activities include
selling space on masts and within
buildings to other site users,
maintenance of equipment (an important
contract was obtained from GEC National
One), project management and a wide
range of technical consultancy
services. Income from these activities
is approximately E2m per annum and i t
is planned to increase this to the
order OF E6m per annurn within the next
2/3 years.

DRAWING OFFICE
The Drawing Office in Transmission
Engineering Department has recently
been modernised. Drawings produced
using traditional methods with pen and
ink and film on drawing boards have
given way to electronic technology.
Computer Aided Draughting using AutoCAD
software for general draughting and
Vutrax for printed circuit boards is
fairly well established. Each
Draughtsperson has been equipped with a
complete workstation consisting of a
Compaq 386 Computer, digitizing tablet,
VGA Colour Monitor for text and 20-inch
Hitachi High resolution Colour Monitor
for graphical display. New drawings
are stored on electronic media with
reduced hard copy.

computer-aided-design equiprent in the TxED drawing office.
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ASBESTOS
The summer of 1988 proved to be
traumatic for the Television Service:
the discovery of asbestos contamination
in one of the studios at Television
Centre resulted in the closure of all
studios. An extensive programme of
emergency work was immediately started
to seal exposed asbestos and thoroughly
clean the studios. Xnvestigations in
other parts of the Television Centre
site revealed further problems and
those presenting a potential hazard
were immediately dealt with. To
prevent accidental exposure to staff
and contractors who need access to
ceiling and floor voids, risers and
other normally sealed areas, strict
procedures were introduced for
maintenance and installation work.
Under the chairmanship of Cliff Taylor,
Director of Resources Television, an
Asbestos Management Committee was
formed to implement the recommendations
contained in the report of the enquiry
commissioned by M D N Tel. One of the

report's main recommendations was that
an investigation should be carried out
to assess the exposure to asbestos
fibres experienced by staff in a
variety of jobs. This study is being
carried out by the Institute of
Occupational Medicine. Another major
recommendation was that a comprehensive
survey of all Television premises
should be conducted to establish the
presence and condition of all asbestos
in buildings and then to produce a
strategy for the management and removal
of asbestos. This is a large and
complex task requiring substantial
expenditure over a number of years and
a Project Manager (John Nunn) has been
appointed for it. Casella
Environmental have been appointed as
consultants for the survey at
Television Centre and to project-manage
individual asbestos remedial and
removal works. The volume of data
resulting from the survey will be
extremely large and a computer system
is used to store and retrieve data,

Television Centre Stage V. ACED were responsible for the design of the building
and also for management of the construction.

layout drawings and photographs. The
system is based around an IBM AT
compatible processor with a 1 Gbyte
WORM disc, video copy camera and a
colour printer/plotter. The survey
started in July at Television Centre
and is expected to last six to nine
months .
Studio 1 was out of service for
refurbishment at the time of the
closure of studios last summer and the
refurbishment was stopped while the
problems associated with the removal of
all asbestos from the studio were
investigated. Removal of all the
asbestos is now under way under the
project management of consultants
Hinton & Higgs with Cape Contracts Ltd
a s the removal contractor. The work
involves stripping the sprayed asbestos
from the roof trusses, removing all
acoustic treatment from the studio
ducts which are part of the fabric of
the building and thoroughly cleaning
the studio. The work will last some
four months and requires around 20,000
man-hours of effort on the part of the
contractor.
With the exception of Studio 8 similar
work will be required on all the other
Television Centre production studios
when they are taken out of service as
part of the normal refurbishment
programme. Much work is required in
other areas of Television Centre and
other premises and i t will take a
number of years to complete.
Logistically the work will be difficult
to carry out and many projects are
likely to be affected. The Trades
Unions are being kept fully informed of
the situation and the general principle
is that, where practicable, asbestos
will be removed.
LONDON STUDIOS
Stage V : The Post Production Block
From its inception the role of Sta9e.V
has been changing, and this has
continued through the planning stages
and after building construction was
under way, Recently, transmission
facilities have been moved out and the
re-grouping of post-production
operations has taken place. The
planners, engineers and architects have
coped successfully, as has the building
itself!
In the last year fitting out of all the
areas has continued and work in the

offices, the non-technical areas and
the Music Studio has been finished.

Tinkling the keys during tests on the
new Music Studio.
Fitting out work on the five technical
floors is well under way. The transfer
of the Music Studio from Lime Grove has
been completed with the first service
date for the block being in July 1989.
This is to be followed by use of the
offices and the fourth technical floor
with dubbing and editing facilities
later in this year.
Central Areas
The adaptation of the Central Apparatus
Room to handle stereo sound has been
completed. The routeing capacity for
the additional audio has been found on
the existing uniselectors and the audio
distribution has been "doubled".
Network distribution arrangements have
been enhanced and will accommodate the
new dual channel sound-in-syncs
equipment when delivered. The two main
Network Control Rooms can now also
handle stereo sound so the main
distribution chain is equipped for the
launch o f stereo in autumn 1991.
The installation of facilities to
enable the transfer of the television
operations of London Control Room to
CAR are almost complete. CAR will then
carry out the equalisation of music
circuits and liaise with BT direct from
summer 1989. The transfer of London
Switching Centre operations to CAR will
then follow 12 months later.

Auxiliary Mixing Area and Network
Stills Library
The Network Stills Library entered
service in January 1989. This stores
all stills and captions used in the
junctions and promotions as part of the
presentation of BBC-1 and BBC-2. The
system is based on four Quantel 6001
Digital Library Stores and a Central
Library. The material is sourced from
the Auxiliary Mixing Area which is
located in the 4th floor Presentation
Suite. The area is based on a Grass
Valley 200 vision mixer and has
facilities to manufacture and caption
stills for use by the networks. The
Auxiliary Mixing Area will also be
used to package promotions when not in
use for preparing caption material.
This new electronic process replaces
the old system where the stills
material was prepared on 35mm
transparencies.
HARRY
The ability to create and edit pictures
and moving graphics by electronic
methods has been provided by the
installation of a Quantel 'Harry' in
the Scenery Block, Television Centre.
Pictures are downloaded from a Digital
(Dl) video tape recorder into the Harry
disc stores and then individual fields
can be manipulated and modified by a
graphic designer using a tablet and
stylus.
The picture processing is digital
throughout, allowing unlimited
generations without loss of quality.
Synchronised sound monitoring is
included.
Presentation Graphics
Improved electronic graphics for BBCl
and BBC2 Presentation are being
provided by two Quantel Paintboxes and
a 3 CCD copy camera. The pictures are
stored in a Quantel Stills Store before
being sent to the Network Stills
library for transmission. An auxiliary
mixing area in presentation is being
used to assemble stills and video tape
pictures into trails.
OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
The five 'Type 6' CMCRs have now
successfully entered service in the
National Regions, with two each in
Wales and Scotland, and one in Northern
Ireland. They replaced a variety of
old CMCRs, with a single design to
minimise costs and PID effort, while

easing allocation and operation. They
have a Grass Valley 16 channel 1600
series vision mixer, a Calrec 36 channel, 8-group stereo sound desk, and
are the first CMCRs to have Thompson
cameras - they can employ up to six.
The mix of lightweight to full
facilities cameras varies between
regions, but each is equipped with 1531
full facility tubed cameras. Glasgow,
having the latest CMCRs has 1640 (soon
to be updated to 1647) CCD lightweight
cameras, while the remainder have 1624
tubed lightweights. In order to give
acceptable viewing angles for some 20
monitors in the production area, when
the vehicle is stationary the monitor
stack can be moved back so that i t
protrudes through the offside vehicle
wall. Finance has recently been
approved for the addition of 4" Beta SP
recording facilities for each CMCR.

n
Type 6 CMCR.
Regional Television Studios
Developments here are described under
the later section 'Regions'.

RADIO
Organisation
Last year, Radio Operations and
Engineering were consolidated into a
single Group. The consequential
organisational changes at the senior
and middle management level are now
complete, and the benefits are
beginning to be realised.
London Production Facilities
Planning work is now well advanced, and
in many areas work has started on the
major refurbishment work necessary to
enable us to remain in Broadcasting
House until the late 1990s. Five major
strands of work are planned:Health & Safety : to ensure that as
far as possible, all such matters are
given the highest priority.
The Infrastructure : to replace major
items of electrical and mechanical
plant .
The Production offices : to replan
(and rewire) many of the production
offices in line with developing
production techniques.
The Studios : to refurbish the
majority of the studios, so that no
studio will be more than 15 years old
in 1998.
To consolidate our Central London
accommodation in Broadcasting House and
the surrounding buildings, releasing
high cost rented space elsewhere.
The installation of dry chillers is now
complete and work is well advanced on
one of the new air conditioning plants
which will serve the old continuity
area. This area will be re-equipped to
become the main transmission centre for
Radio 5 when this new service goes on
the air in September 1990.
A major project to update the fire
alarm systems and add smoke detection
facilities is under way, together with
a new computerised monitoring 6 control
system.
Studios BA and 3G re-entered service
after major refurbishment, and at Maida
Vale Studios 4 6 5 have been
completely rebuilt to form one of the
UK's most modern and comprehensive
Music Recording Studios.

Operational innovations in Broadcasting
House include three new "one man
operated" studios on the fifth floor,
following the major refurbishment of
the editing channels. These facilities
offer greater operational economy, for
appropriate productions, than the
conventional radio studio.
Progress in refurbishing the
Engineering Operations centre (ex
London Control Room1 has been
maintained. The new network switcher
has entered service and much
fundamental preparatory work has been
done. This included the delicate
operation of removing redundant
asbestos-clad air conditioning ducts
from above the main operational area,
and completely replacing the lighting,
air conditioning and ceiling - all
without once going off the air!
New time-and frequency-s tanda rd
equipment has been ordered which will
be used to generate the 'pips' when the
Greenwich Observatory ends its
provision of this time signal next
spring.
Outside Broadcasts
The major technical innovation this
year has been the successful
introduction of Radio's mobile
satellite OB contribution system: this
can be used to feed a stereo 0 B f r om
any part of the UK to a receiving dish
located on BH roof, Thus for the first
time, the BBC has control of both the
uplink and downlink functions. The
encoding system used is the EBU
standard DS1, through the EBU
transponder on Eutelsat 1, Flight 2.
The audio-only system uses only a very
small part of the transponder, and coexists with up to four TV signals (see
Research).
The Type B vehicle replacement
programme nears completion, with six of
the eight vehicles in service.
The Royal Festival Hall installation
has been completely rebuilt to include
copper and fibre-optic tie-lines to a
new vehicle control point to service
the most complex of shows. Simpler
concerts will be handled by the
permanently installed 24-channel desk.
Regions
This has been a record year for the
opening of new and refurbished Local

Radio Stations. We ha've completed new
stations at Gloucester, Wiltshire
Sound, 6 Hereford 6 Worcester together

BBC Hereford

&

Worcester studio centre.

with relocated stations at Oxford and
Lancashire. Work is well advanced at
Coventry (CWR), Derby, Reading (Radio

Studio 3 at BBC CWR.
Berkshire), Ipswich (Radio Suffolk) and
Southampton. There remain two new
stations (Surrey and Dorset) to

complete the chain. Work will start on
Surrey in the autumn, and Dorset next
year.
New or cefurbished National Regional
facilities completed include a new
transmission suite for Radio Ulster.
and new presenter-operated continuities
for Radio Scotland. We are currently
working at Swansea to rebuild the Radio
~acilities,at Bangor on a new newsroom
and T V studio, and at Edinburgh on the
major Queen Street refurbishment
project .
Birmingham Studio 5 has re-entered
service after a comprehensive refit,
and work is under way to rebuild the
newsrooms at Manchester and Sheffield.
Developments
Significant numbers of portable R-DAT
recorders are now in use, despite some
uncertainty still about the long term
future of the format. Radio 1 make
daily use of the medium to replay their
"Golden Oldie" library on-air.
Several transmissions have taken place
through the experimental all-digital
continuity, and these have underlined
the need for much further work before a
complete digital audio chain becomes a
practical proposition. Looking forward
to the advent of Digital Audio
Broadcasting (see Research), this is
clearly an important task.
Several types of digital audio editors
have entered service (See Research).
The Radiophonic Workshop have again
been in the forefront of innovation.
The latest studio to re-enter service

ACED design for the studio centre for Lhe new S u r r e y Local Radio sLation.
Construction will start soon.

represents a radical departure in
technology and layout from anything
which has preceeded it. It has
attracted worldwide interest in the
electronic music field.
Engineering Operations have introduced
a comprehensive computer system to
assist in the monitoring and contol of
the maintenance operations. The system
will generate data on maintenance costs
etc, and will be a valuable tool in
planning our future equipment policy.
RDS continues to be developed, and its
introduction to the National Regions is
now in hand. A new Travel Information
Centre has been opened in BH. This
will greatly speed up the collection
and dissemination of travel
information, not only through RDS but
to our conventional travel bulletins.
-

rn

Travel Information Centre in BH.
Compu te rs
The major development has been towards
a Network Radio-wide 'Computer Network
Infrastructure' allowing all Radio
Users to be connected to a Wide Area
Network. The interconnection can be

used to deliver a wide variety of
common systems sharing data, under the
general heading of the "Departmental
Management System" (DMSI.
The installation will consist of an
Ethernet, using star topology with many
resilience features. The basic
workstations will be personal computers
of which about 150 will form the
initial batch, rising to over 600
within three years.
A number of small departmental LAN
packages have been installed, using
standard packages. Applications have
been developed for the Service Centre,
Symphony Orchestra, Schools
Broadcasting, and Sports & OB's. Every
Radio Department now uses a micro-based
budget review system.
Mainframe systems implemented include
Phase 2 of the ~ a d i o - 2(ARIEL) system
and Phase 1 of the Recording Services
system (ECHO).
New systems currently being planned
include the massive Gram Library
Catalogue, and a replacement Finance
system.
New Radio Broadcasting Centre
There has been much progress on the
complex task of planning phases 2 & 3
of the White City Site. Although the
Radio Centre will not be complete until
1998, it is essential that the key
elements are planned now, and a small
team from Radio has been working very
closely with the architects to ensure
that the planning is in every way
satisfactory.

NEWS A N D CURRENT AFFAIRS

Location Shooting and Editing
News and Current Affairs are in the
process of changing over to Betacam SP
format for all editing, transmission
and location shooting, with the
exception of special assignments. This
will mean the replacement of all 1-inch
C-format machines as well as U-matic
machines.
In location operations there has been
considerable progress in the
introduction of the Camcorder,
especially the lightweight BVw 200
Camera, with its potential for singleoperator assignments: a number of

BVW 200 Camcorder.
appropriate assignments using only the
location cameraman have been carried
out successfully. There are at the
time of writing some 30-40 BVW 200 as
well as a dozen BVW 505 type camcorders
deployed in location operations.
When the change-over started at the end
o f 1907 the equipment was difficult to
obtain and most was deployed on
development projects. This situation
has now changed with about 40% of our
location and editing activities now on
BeCacam SP (approximately ZOO units
currently in service).

Electronic Newsroom System Computers
With the formation of a single News and
Current Affairs Directorate, it became
apparent that the separate Electronic
Newsroom Systems used for radio and
television would not be able to
accommodate the combined programme
activities. T o overcome this, three
new DEC Vax 6310 computers are being
installed at Television Centre. When
installation is complete early in
November, all script preparation,
diaries, wire services etc throughout
the Directorate (including the
expansion of Westminster) will be done
using these computers. This will give
a potential capacity of some 1600 ports
if the necessary additional equipment
is purchased.
Televising of The House of Commons
In June Parliament gave approval for
the televising of the House of Commons,
beginning with the Queen's speech in
November. This is an experiment for a
nine-month period after which it will
be reviewed by the House.
An intensive installation operation is
under way involving ACED, TxED, PID Tel
and NCCA project staff, to equip
Central Hall Westminster with the
necessary recording, editing and
transmission facilities as well as a
production office. College Mews is
being equipped as a studio with the
NCCA OB unit as a control room; this
vehicle has been lifted into College
Gardens at the rear of College Mews.
As the Westminister operation is now on
five sites (Bridge Street, Norman Shaw
North, Palace of Westminster, Central
Hall and College Mews) a considerable
amount of Vision, Music, Control Line
and Data circuits are having to be
provided. A new exchange is also being
installed which will be connected into
the BBC's telephone network.
It is hoped that the Bridge Street,
Central Hall and College Mews
operations will be transferred into new
premises next year.
Foreign Bureaux
Major foreign bi-media bureaux in
Paris, Moscow, Tokyo and Washington,are
being refurbished and enlarged.
Paris is a 625-line PAL bureau with

transcoding equipment for local
recording. It is equipped with a small
studio, two-machine editing suite,
recording, feed, and location shooting
equipment, and also a small interview
and self-op Radio Studio.
Moscow is currently undergoing
refurbishment which should be completed
later this year. The bureau will then
have similar facilities to Paris except
that in Moscow we share some facilities
with NBC and have the complication of
dealing with both 525-line NTSC and
625-line PAL, with the local
transmission standard being SECAM. The
bureau works principally on the 625line PAL standard.
The radio facilities are being
refurbished in Sadova Samptechnayo (Sad
Sam) some half an hour's drive away
from the television facilities in
Gruzinsky; i t is hoped to move cadio
operation into the same building as the
television operation when accommodation
becomes available. It will then be a
true bi-media bureau.
The Tokyo Bureau has just been moved

Editing suite in Paris Bureau.

from the NHK building to an independent
station, NTV in Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo. The
office facilities are finished and
technical equipping is just beginning.
When complete by the end of this year,
the bureau will be equipped with a twomachine edit suite, recording and feed
facilities and a simple self-op
television studio. The radio
facilities include a studio as well as
an interview studio. The Tokyo bureau
will operate solely on 525-line NTSC.
The Washington Buceau is about to
undergo refurbishment and will have
similar facilities to the other main
bureaux.
News and Current Affairs HQ
Work is under way with consultants on
planning studies, building design and
conceptual layouts, in readiness foc
the first building contracts for the
shell of the new News and Current
Affairs Centre at White City. Project
completion is expected towards the end
of 1 9 9 4 .

WORLD SERVlCE

BUSH HOUSE
The building work on the 7th floor of
Centre Block, which will provide two
Continuity Suites and one Production
Suite, is nearing completion, and
building work for two production suites
is about to start on the 4th floor. A
contract has been placed for the
technical installation of the
continuities for service in early 1990.
The building work (Phases 1 and 2) for
the Central Technical Area is now
complete. Phase 3 (Main Technical
Installation) is in progress and due
for completion in the third quarter of
1990. Phases 4 and 5 (Redevelopment of
the Old Control Room Area) is due for
completion in the third quarter of
1991.
The installation of the new chilled
water plant (using air blast cooling
towers) on the roof of NE Wing is
complete.
Other projects worth mentioning include
the provision of SO telephone recording
systems for use in offices; the first
of the new audio workshops - nontransmission self-operate areas for use
by production staff - is about to come
into service; and a bus for use by
World Service Publicity is due to be
commissioned by the end of July.
CAVERSHAM
Functional acceptance of the software
for the monitoring computer took place
in April and final acceptance of the
system from Honeywell Bull is expected
to be at the end of August. User
training starts in October ready for
full computer operation from December
1989.
Technical facilities installed in the
West Wing are currently under
acceptance by Monitoring Engineering.
Some equipment transfers are
outstanding, pending occupation of the
Listening Room in October 1989. Final
equipment transfers to the West Wing
will be complete by the end of 1989.
The western extension to the Caversham
mansion is due for completion later
this year, including some minor
remedial items. The ground floor
refurbishment requirement for the
mansion has now been finalised and
building work is expected to begin next
summer, for completion in early 1992.

First and second floor refurbishment
rill follow for completion in mid-1993.
At Crowsley Park, satellite monitoring
dishes 1 and 2 are in manual service
and new operational software is now
being provided by Scientific Atlanta.
An additional Ku Band Satellite dish is
expected to be i n full service before
the end of the year.
Work on HF automation/aerial
refurbishment at Crowsley begins next
year.
WARC PROGRESS
The international discussions on the
development of an acceptable planning
system for HF broadcasting continue
unabated. The ITU Plenipotentiary
Meeting of May/June 1989 in Nice agreed
to hold a selected Frequency Reallocation Conference in Seville in
early 1992 followed by another Planning
Conference in Geneva in the first
quarter of 1993.
TRANSMISSION
world Service transmitter and
communications projects are covered
under the appropriate heading in
'Transmission' at the beginning of this
Report

.

New western extension to Caversham
mansion.

REGIONS
NORTHERN IRELAND
Radio Foyle
A single camera and PSC inject facility
has been installed at the Radio Foyle
studios and a 3-hop microwave
contribution link has been 'selfprovided' by TxED to carry vision and
audio back to BH Belfast. Dual SIS and
audio carrier channels also enable
Radio Foyle's stereo output to be
available in Belfast for the regular
contributions to Radio Ulster's FM
Service.

Standby Generator
A locally acquired 500 kVA
'containerised' generator set,has been
brought into service at the BH complex.
The set has sufficient capacity to
allow all housekeeping and programme
production demands to be met with
minimum load shedding. Major building
work was avoided by simply providing a
concrete raft and using a crane to lift
the complete set in its customised
sound proof container over the wall on
to the plinth.

Radio Ulster
Studio 8 in BH Belfast has been rebuilt
to provide a self-operated presentation
suite. The facility includes two selfdrive cubicles, studio, and booth For
split working between MF and FM
services. There is also a
reception/green room area and programme
preparation facilities.

SCOTLAND
Radio Studios
New unattended studios have been
provided at Oban, Stranraer, and
Benbecula.

Three-Machine VT Edit Suite
The first Ampex Ace edit control system
in the BBC is installed in this area,
and E Flex and Aston captions equipment
are also provided. Another first was
the installation of Bal Fast Time
automatic colour timing error
correction equipment to enable the E
Flex System to be shared with Studio 8,
the Region's main television studio.
Next to the edit suite is a graphics
preparation area which includes
Artfile/Slide File, Paintbox, and a
copy camera and shares the character
generator with the edit suite.
Radio Studios
A new Network Switcher and Audio Router
have been installed.
Outside Broadcasts
A new Type B vehicle has been accepted
and is now in service.
The microwave radio link OB receive
aerials and rotators on the Divis mast
have been reinstalled at a greater
height and with the facility to provide
reverse vision to some OB venues.
PCS )-in Video Tape
The Region has now completed the
conversion from i-in U-matic to 4-in
Beta and Beta SP for News and General
Programmes.

Inverness
At the end of 1988, permanent
television studios were installed in
Inverness for the first time. The two
main operational facilities provided
are a simple television unatttended
interview studio, with a locked off
lighting rig to suit one interviewee,
and a PSC tape replay position in the
adjacent crewroom.
PSC Developments
A fifth Glasgow PSC crew is now
equipped with Beta SP, and each of the
new 09 units has an editing 'studio'
and portable SP machine. A 3-machine
Beta SP facility is nearing completion
in Edit F (the 2-machine U-matic
equipment will be transferred from Edit
G to Aberdeen).
Comms
A new circuit has been provided between
Lerwick studio i n Shetland, the
Kirkwall studio of Radio Orkney, and
the mainland unattended studio at Wick,
providing a connection to the
contribution network for both Orkney
and Shetland.
WALES
One of the most intensively used
television studios in the BBC, Cardiff
C2, re-entered service earlier this
year after being completely reequipped. During the out-of-service
period, programmes continued using
equipment temporarily installed by

Cardiff Studio C2 Production Control (right) and Lighting and Vision Control
(left).
Wales staff in a former radio studio.
The new C 2 is equipped with three
Thomson 1531 cameras, a Grass Valley
1680 vision mixer, Calrec sound mixer,
Strand Lighting Galaxy lighting control
and extensive outside source, captions,
and communications facilities.
MIDLANDS
New East Midlands Broadcasting Centre
At the beginning of May 1989, the East
Midlands television operation studio
was transferred from Willson House to
York House, which has been the home of
BBC Radio Nottingham since 1968, and a
combined radio/television newsroom was
established on the first floor.
Installation was by contractors managed
by PID Tel.
The 100 square metre television studio,
control room, two edit suites and
voice-over booth are on the newlyleased ground floor. The studio has
three Sony DXC 3000 cameras, two of
which carry prompt monitors, and a
simple scaffold grid for lighting. The
vision mixer is a Grass Valley 1680,
with 16 channels and two effects
banks; the sound mixer is by Amek, with
16 channels and four groups; the
lighting control system is by Lee
Colortran, with 24 channels and three
groups. Slidefile, Aston 3 and other
facilities are available.
Two picture editing areas are at

present equipped with U-matic pairs for
editing material from our PSC crew, and
a Betacam player for material from our
mute cameraman. There is a plan to
change to Beta SP in autumn 1989 - each
area will then have a pair of Beta SP
machines and one U-matic machine (for
library material).
Pebble Mill Cooling System
As a result of a request by MCES
Midands the BBC Energy Management
Section carried out an extended energy
survey at Pebble Mill between January
and May 1987. The report identified
the central cooling system, consisting
of two 250 ton steam driven absorption
machines, as a prime target area for
improvement. The overall efficiency of
this operation, from boiler house to
chilled water, was between 30 and 35%,
similar to that of coal fired power
stations, and a decision was made to
replace the absorption machines with
electrically driven compressor type
refrigeration units. These came into
service in April 1989, but the recent
record periods of high temperature have
identified a possible need for
additional capacity and this is now
under discussion.
The installation of independent gas
fired domestic hot water boilers is now
under way and it is anticipated that
the combined effect of these measures

will reduce gas consumption by 50%.
The cost increase in electricity
consumption due to the cooling
machinery will be less than 10% of the
gas cost reduction.
ENS Linked Newsroom
The Midland Region will be the first
Region to be equipped with an
electronic newsroom system running
BASYS software.
At Pebble Mill three DEC Microvax I 1
computers each with 600 Mbytes of hard
disc will run the newsroom system for
the whole Region. To aid recovery from
failure the three systems mirror each
other. A Microvax 2000 runs the
External Communications Controllers
connected to the main system via
Ethernet. This serves the 170 terminal
devices in seven locations.
Data communications between sites is
over a leased-line Zeta system. This
utilises a 2 Mbit/s link from
Birmingham to Nottingham and 14.4
kbit/s links to Local Radio Stations.
Each of the Local Radio Stations will
eventually be linked to all the other
BBC ENS systems to form part of the
largest electronic newsroom in the
world. The Midland installation should
be available for use in October 89.
Fast Response Vehicle
The Midlands fast response vehicle has
been designed to meet the demand for OB
radio link facilities at very short
notice, the main requirement being for
news.
The vehicle is based on a Land Rover
110 body with the addition of a 37 f t
pump up mast, a 3 kVA generator, three
equipment bays fitted in the rear
passenger area, two cellphones and a 4channel 7 GHz radio link. The link,
which has a power amp at the top of the
mast, is remotely panned from inside
the vehicle.
Birmingham Communications department
equipped the vehicle with links test
equipment, monitoring and RT equipment.
Later it is hoped to install a U-matic
replay video tape machine with a time
base corrector.
A data interface is fitted to one of
the cellphones to enable access to the
ENS system shortly to be installed in
the Midlands. The other cellphone will
be used for talkback facilities
utilising the telephone balance unit i n
the Birmingham Comms Centre.

Midlands fast response vehicle,
BBC Hereford & Worcester
BBC Hereford & Worcester went on-air in
February. The twin studio centres (in
Hereford and Worcester) are a unique
feature of the new station.
Radio WM Heartlands
Radio WM Heartlands broadcasts on 1458
kHz as an opt-out from WM for four
hours a day, featuring editorial
material dedicated to the East
Birmingham inner-city area. The
station is based in a community block
at St Peter's College in Saltley: the
acccommodation was located, converted
and adapted in seven weeks. WM
Heartlands also has on loan from the
Department o f Employment a double
decker bus equipped as a mobile studio.
Midne t
The inauguration of Midnet - linking
all eight BBC Local stations in the
Midlands took place in November. I t
enables all stations to take a shared
late-night regional programme, from 9
pm to midnight each weekday. There is
also a sharing of specialist music

programmes between stations in the West
Midlands most evenings, and a similar
exercise takes place in the East
Midlands.

Based on a standard Freight Rover 350
van, each vehicle has in addition a
small roof platform and a simple airconditioning unit. Bays and desk
across the width of the vehicle have
space For a vision engineer, director
and sound mixer, and a tilting front
passenger seat allows two other staff
to be accommodated. The rear of the
vehicle forms a storage area. Simple
vision cut and vision monitoring plus
Beta SP recorders and communications
equipment are installed: cameras are
borrowed from the studio complement.
The vehicles have been used for
location recording of a children's
drama series for Network and for
regional programmes and inserts.

WM Heartlands mobile studio.
NORTH WEST
The development of the new Manchester
OB base has reached completion of Phase
1. Approximately a third of the site
is now available as a hard standing For
vehicles and construction of the base
has commenced on the remainder of the
site. The steel superstructure is
complete, the roof panels in place and
full completion is expected at the end
of the year. Meanwhile part of the old
accommodation has been re-allocated and
rationalisation of workshops has begun.
Following the fire i n the Sound Control
Room the re-instatement building work
for Manchester Television Studio A is
now complete. The contract for the
sound installation has been placed and
completion is scheduled for February
1990.
The main scheme For the refurbishment
to the studio and enlargement of the
studio floor is approved. This provides
for the extension of the main floor
area from 440 square metres to 710
square metres to provide space for
audience seating, enabling the entire
original fully equipped Floor area to
be used for production purposes.
Preliminary building work For the
extension is due to start in September
1989 with the studio remaining in
service until mid-February. Full
scheme completion is expected i n April
1991.
NORTH EAST
Two lightweight camera vehicles, built
under contract by I . P . Kinloch, have
been provided for BBC North East.

North East lightweight camera vehicle.
SOUTH AND WEST
The Bristol Post Product ion Block on
the Whiteladies Road site was designed
by ACED. Facilities already include
film cutting rooms, film revue theatre,
some PSC editing, BBC Club, restaurant
and offices. A dubbing theatre is
about to enter service. The main video
tape area is currently being installed
by contractors working to PID Tel.
SOUTH AND EAST
Following the allocation of Studio 2 at
Television Centre to News & Current
Affairs programmes, an additional
general-purpose studio in the London
area was needed. Studio A at Elstree
(Formerly an unequipped stage used for
Filming and "drive-in" 08 activities)
has therefore been equipped with five
Thomson cameras, a Grass Valley Group
200 vision mixer, Rank Cintel Slide
File, stereo sound facilities (using a
redeployed Calrec sound mixing desk),
and Strand Lighting lanterns, dimmers
and lighting control. The control room
areas were rebuilt to give a good
environment for people and equipment

and the studio floor was relaid.
The middle of 1988 saw the commencement
of a project to move the studio centre
for London's Regional Television News
Magazine programme from Lime Grove to
Elstree. This involved building an
entirely new facility at Elstree to
include a Newsroom/Studio, six VT
editing suites, a multi-format area,
telecine, graphics and sound post
production suite. All cameras are of
the CCD type.

South-East Region's television newsroom
at Elstree.
The edit suites, based on Beta-SP
format and graphics, can work at
component level although interfaces
with the outside world are in composite
form. Two of the 2-machine edit suites
can be combined to form a 3/4 machine
suite with video effects for features
work.
Graphics includes a Paintbox, Slide
File/Artfile, an Aston character
generator and rostrum camera. The
studio is equipped with four Thomson
1640 cameras and an Ace T24 vision
mixer.
The control room and post production
areas were accommodated in the original
post production block vacated by
Central Television, whilst the
newsroom/studio was accommodated in a
former rehearsal room. The main studio
contract went to Quantel Link and the
post production areas to Drake. In
parallel with the installation, over 60
resources staff had to be recruited and
trained for a Regional style operation.
The project slipped behind schedule
because of a number o f unforeseen
factors including the need to replace
the roof, and finding asbestos in the
doors! As a result, the handover was
not carried out until there was very

little time left for operational
training. Fortunately, Wood Norton
were able to provide an invaluable
conversion course for our operators who
were new to Television or to a Regional
style operation.
The changeover from London Plus to
Newsroom South East took place over an
eventful Easter Weekend. Equipment in
use at Lime Grove until the weekend had
to be installed at Elstree. The
newsroom desks had been held up by a
strike at the factory and were not
delivered until the last moment and all
had to be cabled up to the newsroom
computer and other facilities at the
last minute. Parts of the set arrived
in pieces only on the evening of the
Bank Holiday Monday. But most serious
of all was a hum fault that pervaded
the whole installation and jeopardised
the launch of the new programme. This
was eventually traced to two separate
earth-neutral faults on the mains
supply to two VT cubicles. Despite
these difficulties and others, all the
technical staff joined with PTD Tel to
resolve the problems and the first
programme went smoothly on the planned
day, including live inserts from our
brand-new Chatham and Oxford remote
studios. These studios are each
equipped with a single camera and
simple lighting and sound facilities,
all remotely controlled from the
Elstree CTA.

Remotely-controlled studio at Oxford.

The Southampton Regional Broadcasting Centre was designed by ACED, who are also
supe,rvising the construction. A television studio complex with full postproduction facilities and a Local Radio station will be supported by club and
welfare areas. Completion is scheduled for 1991.

The Bristol Post Production Block was designed by ACED, who also managed the
construction of the building and were project leaders for the development.

DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT

Design and Equipment Department (D c
ED) offers the BBC a wide range of
essential goods and services. Its four
groups - Design, Support, Purchasing &
Supply, and Transport - provide
different areas of expertise which
combine to offer maximum benefits to
the Department's customers. The
relationship between groups provides
the opportunity to speed up the
complete process from concept, through
design, to delivery of the finished
product .
In the past year, time and effort have
been devoted to providing a
professional purchasing service. This
has proved to be a much used service
and is intended to be an extension of
and complementary to the PACT
agreements which are being extended to
cover a wider range of goods for direct
purchase by the user on preferential
terms.
Digital Audio
A digital audio routeing system is
being designed for installation in
Broadcasting House in January 1990.
The design phase of the AES/EBU
interface chip is now complete and
testing and verification has started.
Assuming a satisfactory outcome, the
design data will be sent to LSI Logic
for the final phases of the project
including chip fabrication.

transmitters not fed directly by the
NICAM distribution network to receive
data from sites which are so fed, and
thereby broadcast most of the dynamic
features of RDS. Specifically, the
travel service requires this mechanism
to set the travel flags of the local
radio transmitters without the need (or
the cost) of direct connection to the
local radio studios.
Schools Broadcasting
Sample FM receivers designed to
download education programmes broadcast
after normal closedown have been
received from the manufacturer
(Coombers), and tests are being
conducted to ensure that they respond
correctly to the tones broadcast at the
beginning and end of each programme
segment, i.e. that the cassette
recorder starts when the selected tone
is broadcast, and does not start at
other times due to mistriggering on
programme material. So far results are
promising.
In response to a request fr& Radio, a
small unit has been designed ta convert
a received MF (AM) signal to VHF (FM).
This has been done so that schools
which have FM receiving installations
only will be able to use medium wave
schools broadcasts on Radio 5. Radio
have asked that some 5,000 of these
units should be produced in time for
September 1990. Suitable manufacturers
are being sought.
Presenter's Self-operated Desk
Design work is well advanced on a selfoperated desk for News and Current
Affairs which will be simpler to
operate than the present one. This
will be offered for appraisal in
September.

AES/EBU interface chip.
Radio Data Service
Following the successful completion of
the equipment for the RDS service last
year, facilities for the travel service
have been added. New software has been
supplied for the RDS decoders installed
a t transmitter sites. This enables

Radio Links
Over 45 of the VHF (Band 1 1 1 ) music
links, mentioned in last year's Report,
have been successfully delivered to an
extremely tight timescale. Design work
is in hand on a 20 Watt amplifier to
work with the transmitter.
Discussions have been held with
Television and Transmission Engineering
Department about the design of a radio
link to carry one music channel in the

about sound levels in the data block.
This will assist with formulating a
specification.
While time-critical ICE (Insertion
Communications) will be carried in the
one-line ITS data block, l t is planned
to carry non-time-critical data such as
Presfax and transmitter apologies ~n
Datacast. Advice is being given on
suitable Datacast decoders for this
purpose.
VHF (Band 1 1 1 ) music link.
broadcast band. A proposal has
been made and accepted on the basis of
modifying the recently designed VHF
1 ink.
Modification of the existing 880 MHz
links to operate on new frequency
allocations at 8 5 0 MHz has been shown
to be feasible and the work awaits the
delivery of the first unit from
Television OBs.

UliF

Five-Channel Multiplex
The unit allows five communications
channels to be carried on one audio
iln?.. The field trial with six
prvtotype units has been successfully
concluded and the design has been
accepted with some minor modifications.
The drawings are now being revised to
enable two units to be made, followed
by a pre-production batch of ten.

Breakfast Time Clock
A request has been received for an
enhanced version of the 'Breakfast
Time' clock. The work has been done
and awaits approval by the Editor.
Picture Monitor Assessment
waveform generator ( S W A R F ) designed
to allow assessment of picture monitors
has been offered to Television
Investigations for appraisal and
comment. The generator produces
patterns which are designed to allow
assessment of focus, astigmatism and
frequency response.

A

Lighting Control Systems
new lighting control system has been
designed which is capable of
controlling up to 2000 channels. The
facilities are based on well tried
systems which have been in service for
a number of years but now need to be
replaced, and are particularly suitable
for light entertainment when rapid
changes of large numbers of settings
are needed. The first system has been
installed in the Television Theatre.
A

Five-channel mu1 t iplex unit.
One Line ITS
A prototype decoder to retrieve the
data carried in the new one-line
Insertion Test Signal has been
demonstrated and accepted by
Television. A finished design will be
available in September.
A request has been received from
Transmission Engineering Department to
develop a prototype to demonstrate the
principles of carrying information

New lighting control system.
An associated design is a patching
system which allows lights to be driven
by special effects for pcogrammes such
as Top of the Pops.

placed heavy demands on the Stores. In
addition, both Stores have been heavily
involved in preparations to televise
Parliament, and with support from the
respective purchasing units have been
able to respond quickly to urgent
requirements.
Corporate Livery
In co-operation with Corporate
Information Services, work has
continued on the provision of the
overall Corporate livery. Purchasing
and Supply Group, via Ware Stores, is
providing all headed note paper,
compliment slips and car stickers.
New cars are being delivered in the
two-tone grey livery and existing
vehicles are being changed to the new
livery as they become due for
repainting.

Patching system for lighting special
effects.
HF Transmitters

Automatic control systems have been
designed and supplied to the HF
transmitter sites in the Seychelles and
on Ascension Island. Discussions
continue with Transmission Engineering
Department to identify the requirements
for Cyprus and Skelton C. As the
requirements are clarified, functional
specifications are being written and
agreed with Transmission Engineering
Department.
An "expert" system developed as a
graduate training project has been
installed at Daventry for appraisal.
The system gives advice on the
interpretation of the fault indications
on the control system.
Purchasing Expertise
Purchasing Developments Course
attended by members of staff from all
Directorates was held at Wood Norton in
June. This was the first of its kind
and was well received by all
participants. The course was arranged
by Purchasing and Supply Group,
administered by Engineering Personnel
Department and all tutorials were
conducted by representatives of the
Institute of Purchasing and Supply

A

Self-Order/Telephone Order Service
The stock control of Ware Stores has
been transferred to CEMAST. As a
result the self-order/telephone order
service currently being used for
Central Stores is now available for
Ware Stores. Items available are shown
in the illustrated stores catalogues,
giving prices for all stock items for
both stores.
Major Events
As usual events like Wimbledon, the
Royal Show, the Grand Prix at
Silverstone, Party Conferences and the
Open Golf Championship at Troon have

-

Unleaded Petrol
All appropriate new vehicles are being
delivered to run on unleaded petrol and
existing vehicles converted wherever
possible. With the increase in use of
unleaded petrol one of the tanks at
Kendal Avenue is to be converted for
that purpose.
Transfer of charges
For the last year we have been
transferring data on Transport charges
for Television Accounts direct from the
Transport computer to the ICL machine
at Sulgrave House. It is hoped soon to
do the same with Engineering Accounts.

RESEARCH

HDTV Eureka Progress
Improvements in quality are being
achieved in virtually all the major
areas of HDTV production, transmission
and displays. In the studio, BTS have
both improved the resolution and noise
figures of their KCH 1000 camera using
saticon tubes. Also, they have just
produced a plumbicon version of this
camera which promises even better
results in terms of overall picture
quality and noise. The BBC's camera is
about to be updated and we are
examining the virtues of the plumbicon
version. BTS have also improved the
performance of their analogue HD VTR by
a factor of 2-3 dB in noise
performance. The Research Department
system of digital recording using four
Dl recorders running in synchronism to
provide HDTV recording system has been
further improved (see below).
Quantel have produced a Paintbox
operating at 1250 lines which Research
Department and Television Graphics
Department have now used. The 50
pictures per second Research Department
Telecine has been returned to Rank
Cintel, having fulfilled its Research
purposes. It was used as a picture
source and also Research Department
produced a vertical aperture corrector
design.
Eureka now needs to produce a
lightweight camera and digital
recorder. This development is high on
the list of Eureka priorities and i f
the current rate of progress is
maintained, should be available in the
early 90s.
The BBC contributed a new algorithm for
an improved bandwidth compression
system using motion vectors and using
the Research Department invention of
DATV. While this algorithm produced
the best HD picture, the 625-line
compatible picture needed some
improvements and RD is now working on
some new ideas. The format of the DATV
system is now being reformulated to
improve flexibility and to make i t
capable of handling future improved
systems.
The use of a MAC channel to carry the
HD bandwidth-reduced signal requires a
base bandwidth of about 12 MHz, and the
carrier/noise ratio of the satellite
path is a most important parameter. In

the absence of real signals, RD have
been sucessful in producing a simulated
noise file which has been used in
research. When a real satellite system
was eventually tested, the measured
figures matched the Research Department
simulations.
Work has also continued in the key area
of bit rate reduction. The raw bit
rate of an HDTV signal at the studio is
about 1.2 ~bit/s which is difficult to
record and expensive and difficult to
carry on studio links and inter-studio
lines. Work is proceeding in Research
Department on algorithms concerned with
both of these requirements, and also on
the provision of a digital fibre link
to carry the full bit rate over shorter
distances.
An important area of improvement in
quality is being achieved in 1250-line
displays. Eureka manufacturers have
achieved substantial improvements
during the last year for home
displays - both CRT and rear
projection - but they have still not
provided a European HDTV studio monitor
of an acceptable standard.
Turning to programme production, the
BBC HDTV vehicle was used at the end of
1988 to record and replay programmes to
President Mitterand in Paris. The
President seemed -to be impressed with
the presentation and France is now
moving very Fast in programme
production. They recorded the 14 July
celebrations in HDTV and the results
are very impressive.

Editing a programme in the HDTV
vehicle.

BBC Tel O B ti Studio Resources, BBC
Sport and Research Department combined
forces to make HDTV recordings at the
FA Cup Final and Wimbledon (see below!.
A notable feature was that the sound
was recorded giving 4-channel surround
sound ( L , R , C , Rear! and the
commentaries in four languages. This
was done to demonstrate the facilities
available with MAC transmission at the
Internationale Funkaustellung (IFA: in
Berlin in August, and these recordings
were a highlight of this enormous
exhibition. The picture and sound were
bandwidth-reduced, MAC-coded, fed over
two DBS satellites in tandem and a 140
Mbit/sec radio link. For 10 days the
programmes were received at Berlin, MAC
decoded and bandwidth restored to 1250
lines using DATV, and displayed on 60inch screens with surround-sound and
multi-language commentary to
professional viewers from Europe, USA,
USSR, and Japan. The reaction has been
very positive.
At the fair, many new HDTV programmes
were shown. A Eureka HDTV drive-in
studio was constructed and producers
and artists from France, Portugal,
Germany and The Netherlands made
programmes in HDTV for transmission on
their G25-line national networks.
A major message from Eureka is that
though there is much work still to be
done, significant improvements have
been made and a stage has been reached
where producers can confidently use the
sys tem.
HDTV Recording
Within the BBC HDTV production van the
HDTV signal is recorded using four
digital component recorders (Dl) which
are controlled to work in synchronism.
This has the benefit of avoiding the
technological difficulties associated
with the new tapes and mechanisms of an
entirely new recorder.
Research Department still, however, had
to devise a way of sharing the HDTV
information between the four recorders.
This was done in such a way that a
conventional television signal is
recorded on each recorder, with better
than normal resolution achieved when
two of the recorders are replaying, and
the full H W V when all four are
replaying. Because the recordings are
digital there are no visible joins a s
the output is switched between
recorders. Also, even though there is

only one recording system, programme
recordings can be copied or edited two
at a time by interconnecting the
recorders in pairs and processing half
o f the recorded information at a time.
Edit decisions taken with two of the
four tapes are applied as a separate
automated process to the other two
tapes.
The recording system has proved very
successful in that many sophisticated
television effects have been achieved
in post production including the
ability to slide one picture on top of
another. This requires the four
recordings to be processed one at a
time but allows a similar range of
effects for HDTV as are normally used
in making conventional television
programmes.
HDTV at Wembley and Wimbledon
HDTV recordings were made this year at
the cup final and Wimbledon. In both
cases a second camera was temporarily
installed into the HDTV vehicle; for
Wembley this was borrowed from the IBA,
for Wimbledon i t was hired from the
manufacturers (BTS). The coverage at
Wimbledon included both the mens and
ladies singles finals, and was unusual
in that one of the HDTV cameras was
used as an emergency spare for the main
match coverage of the BBC G25-line
operation. A commercial HDTV-to-625
line downconver ter was temporarily
installed in the HDTV vehicle in order
to achieve this facility.
Demonstrations of the picture quality
achieved by HDTV were given
continuously during the four days that
the vehicle was at Wimbledon to members
of BBC staff and the staff and
directors of the All-England Lawn
Tennis Club.
On finals day,
demonstrations were given to the DG's
and the Chairman's guests who included
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the
Shadow Chancellor, the Secretary to the
Cabinet and the Spanish Ambassador.

RACE (Research and Advanced
Communications-technologies in Europe)
As detailed in last year's Report,
Research Department is participating in
several RACE projects, and is leading
one of them aimed at developing a WTDM
Broadband Customer Premises Network.
WTDM is a combination of optical
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
and electrical time division

multiplexing (TOM). The system is
intended for use in the all-digital
studio centre of the future for
routeing and switching digital audio
and video signals. It uses a 'standards
independent core' based on the
synchronous multiplexing hierarchy
recently specified by the CCITT. Blocks
of data will be assembled at
multiplexes of 155 Mbit/s, and a 2.5
Gbit/s multiplex will be conveyed at
each of 16 wavelengths. The system is
compatible with HDTV.
In another project,'HIVITS', RD is
contributing significant resources to
the development of CODECs which exploit
bit-rate reduction algorithms for video
and audio transmission purposes. And in
the 'BUNI' project RD will develop
bitstreams from TV, HDTV and audio
sources to be assembled into the 155
Mbit/s multiplexes.
NICAM 728
Following assistance given to RTVE, it
was announced that Spain will adopt the
system. Sweden and Finland have
commenced a regular NICAM 728 service,
and preparations are in hand for a
regular service in Denmark.
Further work has been done in the UK
and France on the interference between
NICAM 728 and SECAM-L (AM sound) and
the implications of this in terms of
the protection ratios needed are still
under discussion within the CCIR.
Conditional Access Television
The present BMTV transmissions use an
adaption of the Discret 12 scrambling
system, but for further applications of
downloading an improved system is being
sought. One proposed solution is
Active Line Rotation (ALR) which
imparts much greater opacity and
security. We are working with EB
Telecom of Norway to adapt their system
for use in our network, and a contract
for the development and supply of
samples of equipment was signed by BBC
Enterprises in December.
Preliminary tests with experimental
equipment produced by EB Telecom
revealed that ALR scrambled signals
could be broadcast satisfactorily from
main studios, but relay stations were
found to produce streaky noise on the
descrambled picture due to line tilt.
[Line tilt has negligble effect on
unscrambled pictures.) However
Enterprises have judged that for

applications immediately foreseen the
degree of degradation produced is
insufficient to require correction.
Bit Rate Reduction of Video Signals
CCIR and CMTT moves to establish
standards for the international
transmission of component-coded digital
625/525-line video signals were
assisted by performance tests on a
number of prototype systems employing
Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(DPCM) and Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT), and operating at 34 and 45
Mbit/s. BBC engineers contributed to

Conducting subjective tests on the
picture quality obtainable from
commercial 34 Mbit/s digital video
codecs .
the committees in which the
characteristics of these systems were
set, and several o f their ideas have
been incorporated. The BBC also had a
substantial influence on the definition
of user requirements, mainly through
the EBU, and played a major role in the
organisation and conduct of the tests
and in the analysis of the results.
Following these tests it was agreed
that a single world-wide standard
should be drafted, based on DCT coding.
The BBC is represented on the drafting
committee.
Studies of DCT coding have continued
with particular emphasis on variable
quantisation and techniques to provide
motion-compensated interframe
prediction before transform coding.
These studies have taken place within
the framework of the RACE 'HIVITS'
Project on Video Coding, and assembly
of a 1.7-34 Mbit/s bit-rate-reduction
codec for broadcasting applications is
under way under BBC leadership. It is
hoped that the world-wide standard will
incorporate the HVITS specification.
An American manufacturer has taken out

a licence to manufacture 34 Mbit/s PAL
and NTSC codecs using BBC predictor
designs. This opens the possiblity
that when the BBC uses digital
transmission i t will have the option to
use either component or composite-based
coding as convenient.

Therefore there are grounds for
optimism that, i f the international
Eilm community should decide on a
change, the BBC will be able
satisfactorily to reproduce the
resultant programmes via 50
field/second conventional television.

Digital Video Tape Recording
The BBC has purchased six Sony Dl
digital component recorders, four of
which are in use at Research
Department, mainly for HDTV, and two of
which are in service at Television
Centre, largely supporting Graphic
Design Department.
Considerable modification and
adjustment of these recorders (largely
by Sony staff) has now achieved
reliable operation, and interchange
between machines with the thicker (16micron) tape and the thinner (13micron) tape. Despite difficulties, the
machines are providing an invaluable
facility and solutions to teething
problems (for example, the transport
traps dirt in the moving guides which
therefore require frequent cleaning)
are in sight.
Early versions of BTS Dl recorders and
the Sony and Ampex D2 (composite)
recorders are being evaluated using the
unique analysis facilities available at
Research Department. These facilities
provide the means to separately
identify tape and recorder problems by
a detailed electronic analysis of the
replayed data waveform.

Audio Recording
Two audio noise reduction systems have
been assessed, as they might be applied
to the audio channels of 'C' format
recorders for programmes with high
quality stereo audio signals.
The two systems tested were the Dolby
SR and the Telcom C 4 . In each case,
there was an overall improvement over
not using a noise reducer at all, but
the improvement was less than it might
have been because of the impairment
introduced to the signal and the stereo
image.
Final subjective tests showed that,
after certain modifications and careful
alignment each produced about a one
grade improvement after five
generations compared to non-companded
signals. However, the final sound
quality still falls short of that of
original recordings or digitally
recorded and edited signals.

'

Telecine
Studies on the implications of a move
to 30 frames per second as the
international standard for 35 mm film
shooting have continued. Following
earlier work which compared the quality
of optically-projected films at 2 4 and
30 frames/sec, a second series of tests
was set up to study the effects of a
change in film running speed on
subsequent video tape transfers. The
30 frames/sec film test sequences have
been transferred to video tape in a
number of different ways, and the
resulting television pictures compared
to those produced by a conventional 25
frames/sec video tape transfer.
Somewhat surprisingly, the results
indicate that the quality of the best
of the 30 frames/sec transfers is
slightly better, on average, than that
of the normal 2 5 frames/sec transfer.

Studio Acoustics
Due to problems of contract timescales
the planned sequence of tests of the
new Music Studio at Television Centre
were not scheduled. Alternative tests
at the end of the project showed that
things had not gone entirely to plan
and some remedial work was necessary to
obtain satisfactory acoustics.
Sequences of acoustic tests of studios
were carried out both at Kensington
House and at Bush House. At the latter
site one of the studios tested was the
new self-operate studio in the Chinese
Section. This was specifically
designed to acoustic standards lower
than normal, in order to save cost.
Not surprisingly, judged against normal
requirements, many weaknesses were
found, but i t remains to be seen how
the users of this studio will judge its
performance in the long run.
Acoustic Transmission Suite
The construction of Research
Department's Acoustic Transmission
Suite was virtually complete by the end
of 1988, and proving experiments to
establish the upper limitinq sound

isolation value and the reverberation
characteristics of its two acoustic
test rooms have beem successfully
completed. Tests on lightweight
partitions have begun.
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channels each (or up to 18 local
services in geographically-separa ted
areas) would be possible, using DBStype reception equipment but with a
separate antenna. However, both the
2.5 and 12 Ghz possiblities would have
a dramatic impact on television 08 link
operations and require their
reaccommodation at other frequencies;
loss of the 2.5 Ghz band would be
particularly undesi'rable.
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Measuring the transmission of
vibrations from the site .of proposed
new plant on the roof of Broadcasting
House into Studio 8 below.

Direct Broadcasting by Satellite (DBS)
A satisfactory feeder-link plan at 17
GHz was achieved at the WARC ORB 88
Conference for 12 GHz DBS and the
possibility of the UK obtaining a
further five or possibly ten DBS
channels was registered informally with
the UK Administration. This would be
an alternative to MVDS proposals at 12
GHz and would not necessarily need
reaccommodation elsewhere of broadcast
ancillary services presently in the
upper part of the DBS band.
Broadcast Ancillary Services Planning
new comprehensive UHF Ancillary
Services Planning Map Album has been
produced taking into account the fifth
television network, and planning is in

A

Additional UK Television Networks
The possible use of Channels 36 and 38
for a sixth UHF network was abandoned
when it became clear that the use of
Channel 36 would be restricted by
interference to and from CAA and MOD
radar stations, and that radio
astronomy could not be adequately
protected in the case of Channel 3 8 .
However, our studies with the DTI
showed that the population coverage of
an additional network in the existing
planned channels might be increased if
some existing relay stations forfeited
one of their existing channels and many
existing network transmitters were to
be converted to precision-offset
operation. The final report, submitted
at the end of 1908, pointed out the
difficulties and in May the Government
announced that i t would not pursue this
route to a sixth network. As a result
the embargo on approvals for new relays
for the existing services was lifted.
A limited study of MVDS (Microwave
Video Distribution System) concluded
that a moderate population coverage
could be obtained using four to six AM
vestigal sideband channels in the 2.5
Ghz band. However, better prospects
might be found at around 12 Ghz in the
upper half of the DBS band, where six
national networks using three FM

UHF frequency planning album.
progress for new UHF talkback systems
in television studios.
A pcoposal to provide multi-channel
reverse bearers to OB locations using
low-power transmissions in a channel
adjacent to a television broadcast
channel is being developed, based on
the Channel Islands UHF digital radiolink. Tests are being planned to
radiate in the lower adjacent channel
to BBC-2 from Crystal Palace, upper
adjacent channels having been set aside
for possible future broadcast
developments, e.g. Digitally Assisted

Digital Radio Broadcasting
Possible mixed satellite and terrestrial services

@ Countryside and open areas covered by
the satellite service

@ Area shielded from satellite signal served
by low power terrestrial transmitter
1
1
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1
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This figure shows the concept of a low-power digital satellite broadcast being
reinforced by a co-channel terrestrial relay for built-up areas with high shadow
losses.
Television and Digital Audio
Broadcasting.
Outside Broadcast Links
Development of the automatic
helicopter-tracking radio-camera link
(Helitrak) has progressed well. The
system was given a trial run at the
Boat Race this year, and showed the
benefits of such an automatic system.
Good quality pictures were available
with little difficulty in tracking.
The antenna feed will be improved to
meet BBC requirements before final
adjustment of the whole system prior to
delivery.
Significant progress has also been made
with new antennas for terrestrial
radio-camera links with the design and
completion of an experimental 2.5 GHz
omni-directional, circularly-polarised
antenna. Subsequently a ruggedised BBC
design has been used very successfully
at several major sports OBs, including
the F A Cup Final and Wimbledon.

12 GHz system was also developed for
the Olympic Games at Seoul: this
proved to be most dependable, and
commercial take-up is being sought.
A

2.5 GHz antenna in use at Wimbledon.

Eu roradio
As part of an EBU study to determine an
interchange system for radio programme
transmission by satellite, Research
Department organised a number of
satellite tests in collaboration with
Transmission Engineering Department and
Radio Outside Broadcasts Department,
using various proposed systems. These
showed that the EBU's Eurovision
transponders could be organised to
provide a digital radio channel
sandwiched between two television
channels.
As a result, a system has now been
acquired providing a high quality
digital sound link. It was first used
in June 1989 for a service from Stroud,
and provided links for the Radio 1
Roadshow throughout the summer, as well
as other programmes such as opera from
Glyndebourne.
FM Band I 1 Planning
As the Government is seeking to
implement its plans for Community
Radio, the Home Office requested a
survey of the short-term availablity of
frequencies in Band 11. This has
enabled Research Department to make
proposals which include protection to
BBC services from potential
interference. The IBA has produced
some conflicting proposals and
negotiations with the DTI and Home
Office are continuing.
Significant pressure from continental
expansion of FM services is also
generating much coordination work, but
has permitted some useful gains for
future BBC stations. In addition, the
difficult international coordination
negotiations over future FM stations
and aeronautical navigation services
continue and a compatibility assessment
method and procedure are close to
agreement; i t is now hoped that most
potential problems in the UK can be
resolved nationally on a case-by-case
basis.
Further coverage assessments of cosited circular and slant-polarised
transmissions have confirmed that there
is virtually no difference in reception
and thus significant cost savings may
be made at some future FM stations by
opting for slant-polarised transmitting
antennas.
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB)
A significant amount of effort has gone

into promoting possible new frequency
allocations for a future digital audio
broadcasting service, either by
satellite or terrestrial means, or
possibly a mixed approach. The UK
Administration and, through
collaborative EBU work, CEPT
(Conference of European Postal and
Telegraph Administrations) were
persuaded to support the case at WARC
ORB-88 for a future Conference to make
a frequency allocation for a satellite
service. After much debate, with
mainly South American countries and
Cuba opposing (as they were more'
interested in protecting their fixed
services), the Conference concluded a
favourable Resolution. The next
Conference, expected to be held in
1992, could agree a possible service
date, but this is likely to be at least
10 years hence.
However, a possible shorter time scale
for the introduction of DAB is
envisaged by the Eureka DAB Project 147
using terrestrial networks (spurred on
by the EBU's impressive experimental
demonstration broadcasting to a vehicle
moving through the streets of Geneva).
Project 147 is now preparing to
evaluate different proposals under
development around Europe, and Research
Department has been asked to undertake
the sound source-coding evaluation.
Equipment for wideband channel
characterisation of the mobile VHF/UHF
propagation environment has been
constructed and first results from
transmissions radiated at about 1.3 GHz
from Crystal Palace indicate that for
terrestrial DAB use, a system bandwidth
of at least 4 MHz is necessary: studies
on frequency planning possibilities in
VHF and UHF bands are in progress and
one exciting option is the use of a
single frequency network to cover the
UK with a spectrum efficiency over four
times that of an FM network. Present
indications are, however, that this
would have to operate at VHF.
Channel Islands Digital Audio Link
Further long-term assessment of the
experimental UHF digital audio link to
the Channel Islands, including fade
correlation with the North Hessary Tor
reserve feed, has shown a higher
reliability performance than the
existing arrangement. Accordingly a
decision to implement a twin 2 Mbit/s
service link has been taken.

Digital Audio Switching and Routeing
A project is under way, in cooperation
with Design and Equipment Department
and Network Radio, to provide an
evperimental multiplexed digital audio
routeing system on an optical fibre
bearer, to work in parallel with part
of the ring main in Broadcasting House,
London. This installation will serve
as a test bed for a new technique for
routeing digital audio, providing
direct user-access to the serial
multiplex distribution, in this case of
28 stereo signals into, initially, four
studios.
Digital Audio Editing
Collaboration with Real World Research
(previously Syco Systems Ltd) has
produced digital varispeed operations
on their system (known a s the Tablet)
and has assisted RWR to debug six
Tablets delivered to Radio. The
automated editing algorithms have been
refined and are showing promising
results: this software has been
transferred to the Tablet at Research
Department for further testing.
Research Department's own editor was
loaned to Hanchester during June and
July to enable local staff to explore
the benefits and potential hazards of
such technology.

Research Department's own digital audio
editor was reprogrammed for use as a
real-time delay recorder for President
Bush's inaugural address broadcast on
World Service. In this role it was
required to retime the address by a few
minutes to fit in with the normal World
Service schedules. Essentially it had
to start recording at the start of the
address, and on cue start replaying
"from the top" whilst continuing to
record elsewhere on its storage disc.
In the event it performed immaculately.

HF Receiving Antennas
Consideration is being given to reengineering for HF the receiving
antenna systems at Crowsley Park as the
existing Beverage antennas were
designed for MF. Theoretical analysis
indicated that a lower height design
may be more effective and initial
measurement of an existing design
constructed at Research Department has
supported theoretical predictions.
A new low-height HF design will now be
constructed and assessed.
Amplitude Modulation Companding (AMC)
Following initial experiments with a
Marconi HF transmitter at the factory,
ruggedised AMC equipment has been
constructed for a trial at Daventry.

HDTV recording of FA cup final - Wembley 1989.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION

continues to promote the opening of
Over the last few years EXD has dealt
these stations, helping viewers and the
with an increasing number of enquiries
trade to take advantage of them.
from the public about Radio topics.
Smaller communities where reception is
This trend accelerated last year with
poor can opt to build their own 'selfthe opening of the Radio 1 FM
help' transmitters; to date, 281 of
transmitter network, and a further
these small stations have been built,
significant increase is sure to result
about 160 of them under the technical
following the recent announcement that
guidance of EID and Research
Radio 5 will start in September 1990
Department.
using the present Radio 2 MFs.
During the last 12 months EID engineers 'Eng Inf' has been somewhat expanded
during the last year to include
have supported BBC Radio by producing
and distributing a variety of leaflets, features on individual Departments and
and by giving technical advice and help refresher articles on technical
subjects of topical interest, such as
to the public at a number of events
the family of MAC transmission systems.
including 'Radio Goes to Town' at
Suggestions
for future articles are
Nottingham, Cardiff and Blackpool, and
always
welcome!
Please contact Alan
the Radio Show at Earls Court. In order
tafferty
with
any
ideas.
to improve the level of this support
The
IEE
Faraday
lecture
tour. which ran
still further, a caravan/tcailer has
from
October
1988
to
March
1989, was
been fitted out to provide a mobile
judged
to
have
been
a
great
success.
radio reception clinic. This will be
The tour visited 17 venues with 57
visiting towns and villages throughout
performances being given to a total
the UK over the next few years, where
audience of about 100,000. The
i t will be used as an advice centre to
lecture, which was presented by five
lielp people with all aspects of radio
young BBC operational and engineering
reception.
staff, was mainly aimed at 5th and 6th
Despite the fact that television
formers. It used a large screen video
coverage now extends to some 99.4% of
projector to demonstrate the technology
the population, almost half of the
and techniques of broadcasting.
enquiries received by EID are about
television. The BBC and IBA continue to Engineering recruitment staff were
build a total of 25 relay stations each present at all the venues and
distributed many thousands of leaflets
year to serve communities where 200
on career opportunities in the BBC.
people or more suffer from
unsatisfactory reception, and EID

This self-help installation in the Western Highlands provides television for two
small communities on opposite banks of Loch Duich.
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ENGINEERING TRAINING

During 1988/89 a number of ongoing
developments took place and information
on these topics is now regularly
included in the Training Consultative
meeting minutes which are widely
circulated to clients and interested
groups.
One important development is a review
across the whole of BBC's training
activities by John Radcliffe of the
Open University Production Centre.
This review has not yet submitted its
findings but considerable dialogue has
taken place to establish the the
relevance and effectiveness of the
existing training provision within the
Corporation.
The other significant change for Wood
Norton is the 'total costing' of the
Department's revenue budget and the
'charging out' of the budgets whereby
costs are now recovered, course by
course, from the devolved revenue
budgets held by the individual
Directorates. The change will place
the responsibility for the level of
training provided by Wood Norton
directly in the hands of the
Directorates, and they will pay
directly for this training.
Students on an ETD Introduction to
Television Operations course recording
material for a programme.

ENGINEERING COMPUTER SERVICES

The main task of Engineering Computer
Services (ECS) is to maintain and to
develop computer systems, primarily for
departments within the Engineering
Directorate, to enable productivity
gains to be made. There are some 30
staff within the Department,
supplemented by contractors.
Mainframe Systems
the mainframe side, ECS is
responsible for the continued
development and maintenance of two
major systems - EMIAS (Engineering
Management Information and Accounting
System) and CEMAST (Control of
Engineering Materials, Acquisition,
Storage and Transport). Recently,
Engineering Computer Services has been
given the responsibility of overseeing
also the development of the corporatewide JACS system, which is an interdirectorate financial transaction
interface.
On

CEMAST
CEMAST is a full stock control system
providing purchasing, sales and
accounting information, as well as
historical information to assist in
forecasting future requirements. It
processes some 000 updating
transactions per day plus several
hundred enquiries. Last year one of
the major projects implemented was the
Archiving system. This is a seven
stage project, which enables historical
data to be removed and stored on
microfiche. One of the major projects
being developed at the moment is the
extension of the CEMAST database to
cover Ware Stores requirements.
EMIAS
EMIAS is the BBC corporate-wide
financial management system which
embraces both accounting and budgetary
control functions. Capital expenditure
and costing functions are also catered
f o r The system was first developed in
the sixties and has been enhanced
since. It is now providing a
comprehensive service to our users. It
consists of some 1000 programs and some
350 types of report.
In the last year Engineering Computer
Services has enhanced the system to
enable Priority Budgeting to be

implemented. The system allows the
monthly production of management
Accounts for Heads of Department. On
the costing side, ECS has implemented
the automatic generation of monthly
accrued utility costs, e.g. gas,
electricity, etc for management
accounts.
Other areas of development led to the
linking of the mainframe systems with
local departmental network systems. I t
is now possible to dnwnlnad operating
costs from the marnframe to local
electronic spreadsheets. Using this
knowledge, ECS developed the Local
Purchase Orders System. This system,
which is now being implemented, ties
the mainframe with the local networks
to enable the users to p r ~ n tEMIAS
purchase orders remotely. Further
systems of this kind will help speed
the flow of daily operations and
provide possible alternatives to the
mainframe at moderated capital
expenditure and operating costs.
One of the major components under
development currently is the Automatic
Approvals System. This system bridges
the gap between the annual budgeting
exercise and the approval of capital
expenditures. Another system under
development is the Engineering JACS
system.
Microcomputer Systems
On the microcomputer side, ECS is
responsible for a number of systems,
some of which are larger than the
smaller mainframe systems. The main
equipment adopted for local area
networking is the Unisys 820 range of
computers: the number of clusters in
the Directorate increased from about 30
to 50 during last year. Apart from
Unisys equipment a large number of
MSDOS machines are also dotted
throughout the Directorate.
One of the major achievements in this
field is the development of a wide area
network based on the X25 packetswitched digital system. The
development of such a network allows
geographically separated,units to
function smoothly, quickly and in a coordinated manner. The wide area
network uses APTnet to link clusters
together. Electronic mail has been
introduced on this network. Currently

some 250 staff can be contacted by
electronic mail. At the moment some 24
clusters are connected and more
clusters will be joining the X25 in the
future. One possible development in
this area is the extension of the X25
to enable MSDOS machines to be
connected. ECS is constantly on the
lookout for developments in this
market.
On the application side, we continued
the development of TRISTAR, which
provides technical, financial and
performance details of every
transmitting station. In the past
year, we have implemented five modules
within TRISTAR (Agriculture h Grazing,
Antennas, Structures, Comparative Work
Points and Site Sharing). TRISTAR has
been substantially modified to take
advantage of the newly introduced X25
network so that the beginning of a
distributed database is now a reality.
The reporting facilities of TRISTAR
have been enhanced greatly as well.
Further developments of TRISTAR are in
the pipe1 ine .
Other systems ECS introduced in the
last year include the Land and Building
Systems to enable the accountants to
record fixed assets, the adoption of
the Medoc stores package, tax letter
production facilities for the Receiver
Section, RESPLAN, the Leave System for
general office administration etc. ECS
also set up two regular meetings to
keep our Unisys users informed.
Projects being developed at the moment
include S B h I lines (availability and
booking of comms circuits), Invoicing
for Engineering Accounting Services.
Capital Equipment Register for auditing
and equipment management, and an Error
Logging system for ECS to provide
continued support to our users.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENGlNEERING

The area of activity of Information
Technology Engineering continues to
develop. The advent of new
Directorates within the BBC has created
an extended base of operations which
ranges From the provision of a single
personal computer to the installation
of new mainframe computers at Sulgrave
House.
Geographically InfTE has also ranged
extensively: new Hewlett-Packard
Finance systems for Leeds, Newcastle
and Elstree; the replacement of early
Hewlett-Packard systems in the English
and National Centres; and the
replacement OF a creaking Finance
system in the New York office with a
network of Unisys '820' workstations.
In addition to the project work, some
of which is detailed below, InfTEng has
undertaken fundamental investigations
into the many and varied IT
technologies.
Regional Newsrooms
At present the Department is
implementing a Digital Equipment Co.
based 'Basys' newsroom system
throughout the Regional premises, with
major machine bases at each of the
eight regional and national centres;
and with smaller workstation networks down to six workstations - in each
satellite newsroom, including all local
radio stations. In all, this
represents some 52 installation sites
interconnected by a private X25
'packet-switched' data network which is
currently being established, to an
agreed plan, by Transmission
Department.
On completion by the end of next year,
and when integrated with the existing
London News 6 Current Affairs system,
i t will represent one of the largest
Basys systems anywhere in the world,
with around 1500 workstations. (It
should be noted also that even this
number is expected to increase
ultimately to around 2400 workstations
when the NCCA installation is
complete).
Enterprises
Within Enterprises, an Editorial system
for the production of Radio Times is
now in service. The Tandem processors
are located in the computer centre at

Sulgrave House under a facilities
management agreement with Computer
Services. The system is connected
directly by private data circuits to
typesetters at the London Typesetting
Centre in Park Royal, enabling
editorial staff to make up complete
pages of the magazine, without the need
for any subsequent typesetting
operation.
In order to use the BBC's existing
technical resources to fullest
advantage a direct connection has been
introduced between the Radio Times
system and the BBC's Message Switching
System (MSSI in Broadcasting House.
MSS stations can therefore be used as
basic text entry terminals: material
generated from any MSS station can be
entered directly into appropriate text
files, ready for supplementary editing.
Extensive Office Automation facilities
have also been provided for Enterprises
i n their premises at Woodlands and in
Marylebone High Street. This system is
to be extended - probably by use of the
public packet data switched network to their overseas premises in Australia
and Canada. This system utilises the
ICL Unix based Clan computer system,
several of which have now been added to
the network.
White City
Information Technology Engineering have
been tasked with identifying the IT
services which will be required, and
'mapping' them onto the spine data
systems which are being provided as
part of the 'design and build'
contract. The Department is also
responsible for the acceptance of those
services from the contractors, and
ensuring that they meet fully the terms
of the Specification.
Engineering Directorate
Within Engineering division itself work
has been, and is being, undertaken in
DhED, ETD, ACED, Engineering Personnel
and the Engineering Finance areas.
This work includes additional Unisys
networks and workstations wherever
required; the planning of a data
network for ETD; the transfer of the
Ware Stores computer system to CEMAST;
and additional technical Facilities for
Designs Group of DhED.

Work is currently i n progress to
provide Engineering Personnel with an
Office Automation System throughout
their current premises.
Sulgrave House
considerable amount of work has been
undertaken for the Computer Bureau
Service at Sulgrave House. Two new ICL
39L60 mainframes have been installed;
additionally, the existing 39L60
machines have been upgraded to give two
dual-node 39L80 machines - one for the
development, and one for the production
service.
A

Senior Management
Information Technology Engineering is
currently undertaking the provision of
a private OEfice Automation ( 0 A )
network €or senior BBC management.
This system, based on personal
computers (PCs), will provide OA
services to The Chairman, Director
General, and other senior personnel.
It is to be introduced i n the latter
part of this year on a 'training'
basis, and is planned to be fully
installed within the new White City
headquarters prior to the re-location
of senior management.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy Management Section continues to
support directorate management in
minimising utility operating costs.
For example, recent negotiations with
British Gas resulted in a corporate
purchasing agreement saving the
Corporation some E60,000 a year, and
resolution of interbilling anomalies
with the IBA effected an •’82,000
refund.
Energy surveys conducted at Belfast,
Bristol, Leeds and Sutton Coldfield
identified operating cost reductions of
the order of EI70.000 a year; further
energy reviews are under way at Cardiff
and selected radio stations.
Work has commenced to take full
financial advantage of the pending
privatisation oE the electricity
industry: a target of 10% reduction of
the present E15m bill has been set.
The Section's in-house designed
computerised energy database has
created keen interest outside the BBC,
and consideration is being given to
licensing the system for commercial
use.

ENGINEERING RECRUITMENT

The past year has been one in which
progress has been made in restructuring
Engineering and Technical Operations
Recruitment. A new management team is
now in place and is actively working to
further enhance the image of technical
careers within the BBC in schools,
colleges and universities.
As has been well publicised, the
demographic changes occurring over the
next few years will seriously reduce
the number OF graduates and qualified
school leavers available For
recruitment. Against this background,
a strategy has been devised to secure a
continuing supply of suitably qualified
applicants. Notably, recruitment into
the technical categories will continue
to be handled centrally, with a
corporate-wide Engineering and
Technical Operations Recruitment
programme using the BBC's geographic
spread to advantage. Other initiatives
are being explored, including
assessment of the precise qualities
required to perform specific technical
functions so that appropriate aptitude
tests can be devised.
To support these activities, progress
is being made on the computerisation of
the recruitment administration system.
No off-the-shelf system possesses the
level OF sophistication and automation
we are seeking, but we have now reached
a position where two companies are
prepared to tender to provide a bespoke
system.
During the current financial year
Engineering and Technical Operations
Recruitment are seeking to appoint 138
qualiEied engineers, 81 trainee
engineers, 76 technical operators and
30 sponsored students. This represents
an increase of some 30% in recruits
over last year and, when set against
the reduction in supply, represents a
considerable increase in workload for
the Section.
The Faraday Lecture Tour provided an
excellent opportunity to encourage
school and college students to pursue
science-based further education. As an
adjunct to the lecture tour, we have
supported the production of a teaching
package which provides a series of
projects based on science and
communications.

SAFETY SERVICES ENGINEERING
Administration
Following a corporate review, new
'Manager Safety Services' posts were
established in the Output Directorates,
in the Regions, and in Engineering.
Dennis Turner, formerly Engineering
Safety Adviser, was appointed Manager
Safety Services, Engineering,
responsible directly to DDE. Martin
Nutl was transferred from Engineering
Secretariat to Safety Services
Engineering.
After more than three years as chairman
of the Engineering Management Safety
Committee, Peter Cleminson passed on
this role to Brian Haseler,
Transmission Area Manager, South-East.
Safety Evaluation of Locally Purchased
Electrical Equipment
The revised documentation providing
guidance and instruction about the
safety evaluation of electrical
equipment has been long in gestation
but has now been published. I t falls
into two parts: a Guidance Paper (No 4 )
for managers responsible for setting
the level of individual evaluations;
and a Code of Practice (No 1 3 ) for
engineers carrying out the test regime.
RE Radiation
The long-awaited National Radiation
Protection Board (NRPB) Guidelines on
exposure to radiation were published in
May. Several points made by the BBC
while these guidelines were in draft
had been taken note of but the final
document is nevertheless lacking in
clarity in some areas and is i n need of
considerable interpretation. A
particular problem is its application
in the 'near-field' around high-powered
VHF stacks, and discussion with the
NRPB on this topic is in progress.
Cooperative measurement programmes ace
planned with the NRPB.
One of the difficulties is that of
satisfactory measurement technology in
the near field. In the search for
solutions work has been done by
Research Department and contracts laid
with outside manufacturers.
Research Department gave a presentation
to the Bio-electromagnetic Society on
the practical problems of near field
measurements and this was repeated at
the Electro-Magnetics Measurements
conference at the NPL.

COSHH
The neu statutory regulations for the
Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health come into force on 1st October.
All departments have been assembling
the necessary register of hazardous
substances and preparing assessments of
the risks involved.
Electricity at Work Regulations
These long awaited statutory
regulations have now been published and
will replace the 1908 Factory Act
Electricity Regulations on 1st April
next. ~t present their implications
for the BBC are being studied.
Training
Safety at Heights courses for climbing
staEf continue to be held at
Woofferton. A refresher course for
staff trained previously has been
introduced and a course was also given
to Comms Staff at Belfast. The
refresher course pays particular
attention to mast rescue procedures and
techniques.
Several one-day seminars have been
given to staff throughout the BBC
concerned with capital projects, with
special attention being paid to safety
problems associated with the use of
contractors.
Mast Rescue
A cooperative programme to deal with
emergencies on masts has been set up
with the IBA, BT, CAA, and the Home
Office. The interest and cooperation
of Fire Brigades has been encouraged by
means of presentations in the Fire
Service's College, Moreton-in-Marsh and
by means of direct contacts. A number
of exercises have been carried out.

Measuring t h e field s t r e n g t h just below the V H F tiers on the H o l m e Moss
transmitter m a s t .

